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It has been shown that the muzzle vebeitg and the piezometrio efficiency have less values in case of a single charge 
of an orthodox gun with mnstant bow resiPltanae than fn o m  of the gun without residance. 
Recently Ray1 in his paper obtained an approximate solution of theinternal ballistics in an &bodox 
gem with constant bore resistance from shot-atart to  d l  burnt in an isothermal mddel. This s o l u t i ~ &  the 
internal ballistics is in fair agreement with the solution given by Hunt-Hinds2 systems for values of M around , 
unity (212 is the central Ballistic Parameter). Kapur3 in his paper discussed the ballistic effect by a con- 
centrated bore resistance as well as bg long stretches of bore resistance for the general non-isothermal model. 
The author tried to establish some results about the effect of oonstaat bore resistance on tbe muzzle velo- 
city and the piezometric efficiency. Tbe muzzle velocity and the piezometric eEciency in an orthodox 
gun without resistance was discussed by the author4 in his previous paper. An approximate expression 
for the muzzle velocity and piezometric efficiency in an orthodox gun with constant bore resistmce ire 
obtained and the results are compared with the results obtained in the case of orthodox gun having no 
resistance. It has been seen from the approximate solution that the muzzle velocity and piezometric effici- 
ency both will decrease by the constant resistmm. The whole discussion is confined only to tubular pro- 
pellants but can be easily extended to cover quadratic form funchxw a d  co-volume. 
B A L L I S T I C  E Q U A T I O N S  F O R  T H E  S I N G L E  C H A R G E  
The co-volume term is entirely neglected and the kinetic energy term in the energy equation is 
neglected during the burning of the charge. The shot start pressure is taken to Lc zero. Then the 
equations are 
and 
.i?= (1 -f) (4.) 
Making the following transformations 
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The above equations were solved by the 
'&e solution " gives 
'I f =  I-- M 
, and 5 is obtained from (9L.fl-0) and (11). 
Now the burnt vaiues are 
and 
Maximum pressure is given by 
now if ~ / d  > 1, the shot may leave the muzzle before all burnt of the ohargs and if xa/d < 1, the 
shot  nay leave the mu~zle after all burnt - of the charge. Where d is the length of the gun. 
The piemmetric &hiency is defined to be the ratio of the m a n  pressure to the maximum pressure. 
me muz;de vetocity in non-dimmsio~l fm.L d m t e d b y  - qnn 'and the expression Eor q, is given by 
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The expression for the piezometric efficiency is given by 
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piezoaetric efficiency = 
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(15) 
for (?;<I) 
The metbod of o~ldatlon.of these two quantities for (xB/d > 1) was discussed by tbe author in - 
his p revhs  paver. J 
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Prom (20) co~lsidering the initi 
. 
From (20) to (23), we have 
nis is a diffe near the approximate 
solution is obtained by successive approximations. 
Since t 
' Integrating witb tbe ditions, we have 
ELtr the second approximation we &it Z for 4 on tbe right hand side of (26) 
Then 
e h 
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ting subjud to the initial condition, we have 
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S Z 5 2 1.8 - = log - , - -  @ ( B  -5) + Mg,log - + f (log :), * $0 %9 ZQ (28) 
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Then putting the value of'l/'~?, we have 
(for < 1 )  
where { B  is determined by (30) and Z, ig determined by (37). 
TABLE 1 Now the muzzle velocity and piezometric 
O B ~ O D O X  GUN WITHOUT RESISTANOE ' , efficiency in an orthodox gun for single charge with 
- and without resistance have been calculated nu- 
1 
- M.V. P.E. merically for tubular propellants for different 
d 
.id---- 
1 
valua of - a t  M = 1. Fot constant resistance we 
0.4  1.230 0.8238 
0 .3  
a 
1.400 . 0.8008 consider only. two cases 1, = 0 .3  and So = 0.1. 
0 .2  1.562 0.6646 
0.1 1.870 0.4768 Muzzle velocity is represented by M. V. and piego- 
metrio efficiency is represented by P.E. 
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